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Large-angle adjustable coherent atomic beam splitter by Bragg scattering

A. E. A. Koolen, G. T. Jansen, K. F. E. M. Domen, H. C. W. Beijerinck, and K. A. H. van Leeuwen*
Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 18 September 2001; published 10 April 2002!

Using a ‘‘monochromatic’’~single-axial-velocity! and slow~250 m/s! beam of metastable helium atoms, we
realize up to eighth-order Bragg scattering and obtain a splitting angle of 6 mrad at low laser power~3 mW!.
This corresponds to a truly macroscopic separation of 12 mm on the detector. For fifth-order scattering, we
have observed several oscillations of the splitting ratio when varying the laser power~‘‘Pendellösung oscilla-
tions’’!. The large splitting angle, the adjustable splitting ratio, and the cleanness of the split beams, with
200-mm rms width each, make the beam splitter ideal for a large-enclosed-area atom interferometer.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.041601 PACS number~s!: 03.75.Be, 39.10.1j, 39.20.1q, 39.25.1k
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As essential elements for atom interferometers, a la
variety of coherent atomic beam splitters and mirrors
been proposed and constructed. Experimentally realized
vices include splitters based on diffraction from free stand
transmission structures@1,2#, the magnetic Stern-Gerlach e
fect @3#, splitting with running waves@4# or by stimulated
Raman transitions@5–7#, the optical Stern-Gerlach effect@8#,
a magneto-optical beam splitter@9#, diffraction from a blazed
phase grating@10#, and splitting by an evanescent standi
wave @11#.

Among the conceptually and experimentally simplest
vices are beam splitters based on Bragg scattering of at
from standing light waves@12#. Bragg scattering for atom
can be described as a multiphoton Raman process, in w
an atom with an initial momentum ofpN5N\k, with k the
wave number of the light, in the direction of the light beam
exits in a superposition of the initial momentum state and
state with momentump2N52N\k. The integerN is the
order of the Bragg scattering, and obviously 2N photons are
exchanged between the atom and the light field. Clean Br
scattering, where no other momentum states are occu
after the interaction, requires the light field as observed
the atoms to be turned on and off adiabatically.

Bragg beam splitters have both been studied extensi
@13–20# as such and have been used to construct atom in
ferometers@21,22#. In all these experiments~except for the
experiments on Bose-Einstein condensate splitting@20,22#!,
thermal atomic beams are used. Up to sixth order, Br
scattering has been observed in these experiments@13,20#.
However, the beams are split by a fixed transverse mom
tum and not by a fixed angle. Thus, the spread in axial
locity of the atomic beam causes the diffraction orders
overlap at these high orders. Also, the interaction time
pendent effects such as the Pendello¨sung oscillation@17,18#
of the splitting ratio are masked by the spread in interact
time associated with the axial velocity distribution. In ord
to cleanly separate the higher diffraction orders and fix
interaction time, a ‘‘monochromatic’’~single-axial-velocity!
atomic beam has to be used.

*Electronic address: K.A.H.v.Leeuwen@tue.nl;
http://www.phys.tue.nl/aow
1050-2947/2002/65~4!/041601~4!/$20.00 65 0416
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In our setup we produce a monochromatic, bright, a
extremely well-collimated atomic beam of metastable heli
atoms. Figure 1 displays a schematic diagram of the se
The source is a discharge-excited, liquid-nitrogen-cooled
personic expansion. The beam is next collimated by tw
dimensional~2D! laser cooling, slowed in a Zeeman slowe
prefocused by a magneto-optic lens, and compressed
magneto-optic funnel. The design of the beam setup is
scribed extensively elsewhere@23#. After the compression
stage, the beam first passes a 60-mm square aperture and
25-mm-diameter round aperture, separated by 2 m. After
second aperture we get 250 atoms per second in the m
stable state. Optimally, the atoms are 95% spin polarize
the m521 magnetic substate; however, in the experime
described below 75% of the atoms were in them521 state
and 25% in them50 state. The axial velocity is 247 m/
with an rms spread of 3.7 m/s. The spread in transve
velocity, as measured with a position-sensitive multichan
plate detector 2 m downstream of the second aperture,
31023 m/s. This equals one tenth of the recoil induced
emission or absorption of a single photon at thel
51083-nm transition. Monochromaticity, extreme collim
tion, and relatively high flux make this beam setup a uniq
apparatus for studying atom optics in the de Broglie wa
regime: The beam can be considered as a plane, ne
monochromatic matter wave when interactions w
1083-nm light are studied.

Immediately after the second aperture, the atomic be
intersects a standing light wave. The light is detuned
2180 MHz with respect to the optical transition, an
circularly polarized to excite the3S1(m521)→3P2(m5
22) transition, which has the largest transition strength. T
detuning is sufficient to suppress spontaneous emission
ing the interaction time largely~but not completely!. The
angle between light wave and atomic beam is adjustable

The waist of the Gaussian light beam is 850mm, large
enough to ensure that the scattering is in the Bragg- or th
grating regime. The standing light wave is produced by r
roreflection of the beam of a distributed Bragg reflector
ode laser. The maximum intensity of this beam af
transport through an optical fiber is 3 mW. Two mete
downstream of the interaction region, a triple multichann
plate detector with a resistive anode provides positi
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental setup.
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sensitive detection of individual metastable helium ato
with 60-mm rms resolution.

The low axial velocity of the atoms ensures the adiaba
turn on and turn off of the light field for the passing atom
The long resulting interaction time enables high-order Bra
diffraction to be observed despite the small available la
power. The order of the Bragg scattering can be determi
by tuning the angle of incidenceu inc between the atomic
beam axis and the phase planes of the standing light w
For first-order Bragg scattering,u inc50.37 mrad. As long as
consecutive diffraction orders do not merge on the 2D de
tor and one can produce a sufficiently high intensity of
standing light wave, the Bragg scattering orderN can be
increased. These measurements are shown in Fig. 2.
detector image contains 25 000 atoms. The area of each
is 0.10\k30.10\k. The gray scale ranges are different f
each individual image. They are scaled to the bin with
highest number of atoms.

For 1<N<5, the intensity of the reflected (p2N) beam
was maximized by adjusting the laser power. Ideally, for t
choice of laser power the interaction should correspond to
effectivep pulse for the 2N photon transition and the inten
sity of the transmitted (pN) beam should be zero. Figure
shows that this is not the case. This is caused by the pres
of the 25%m50 atoms~as determined from Stern-Gerlac
measurements!, which are less effectively scattered due
the lower Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for the3S1(m521)
→3P2(m522) transition.

The maximum laser powerPL,max53 mW prevents us
from providing an effectivep pulse forN.5. Thus, beam
splitters with approximately equal transmission and refl
tion are made for sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-order Bra
scattering. This gives a maximum splitting angle of 5.9 m
between both ports of the beam splitter. With an atomic be
diameter of 25mm the atom only has to travel 4.2 mm
before both momentum states of the coherent superpos
are spatially separated. On the detector, the atoms are
separated by 12 mm.

Since the diffracted beam stays well within its own d
fraction order on the 2D detector, even for eighth-ord
Bragg scattering, we could in principle go further if we h
more laser power. The width of the eighth-order diffracti
peak on the 2D detector is 203-mm rms. This is still consid-
erably smaller than the projection of\k on the detector,
which is 760 mm. The incoming momentum state produc
a 98-mm rms peak on the detector. Note that the real width
the beams is actually smaller because of the finite dete
resolution. Extrapolating these results one could theoretic
go up to 34th-order Bragg scattering before diffraction ord
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start to overlap. This would produce a 25 mrad angle
tween the two output ports! To achieve full reflection
34th-order with comparable probability for spontaneo
emission would, in the present setup, require a laser powe
1.4 W at a detuning of 8 GHz. This is achievable by insert
a fiber amplifier in the setup.

For fifth-order scattering we studied the Pendello¨sung ef-
fect in atomic Bragg scattering, i.e., the oscillation of t
occupation of the two possible final momentum states a
function of interaction strength or time, in detail. So far, th
effect has been studied in first- and second-order scatte
by Rempe and co-workers@17–19#. The effect can be under
stood as a Rabi oscillation between two states coupled ef
tively by a 2N photon transition, or alternatively as an adi
batic scattering problem in an atomic Bloch state descripti
The latter approach provides more insight and will be trea
in detail in a forthcoming publication. Figure 3 shows th
experimental data as individual detector images for incre
ing laser power.

The oscillation is clearly visible in this figure. In Fig.
the contents of the peaks corresponding to the transm
and reflected beam are shown as a function of laser po
Some population in the ‘‘forbidden’’ diffraction peak

FIG. 2. Bragg scattering for increasing orderN. Each image
contains 25 000 atoms distributed over 0.10\k30.10\k sized bins.
1-2
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~hardly visible in Fig. 3! is also detected. This is probab
due to nonadiabatic transitions caused by wave front imp
fections in the standing light wave. The total population
all diffraction peaks is also shown in Fig. 4. The appar
loss in the normalization with increasing laser power
caused by the atoms that undergo spontaneous emission
ing the interaction. These atoms are detected, but gene
do not end up in the diffraction peaks due to the rand
recoil induced by the spontaneously emitted photon. The
sults of a calculation based on the numerical integration
the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation describing the ato
in the light field is shown as well. The calculation takes t
internal as well as external~center-of-mass motion! states of
the atom into account. Spontaneous emission is incorpor
as a decay term in the Hamiltonian. The initial magne
substate distribution is set to 75% inm521 and 25% in
m50 atoms. The offset in the alignment of laser and atom
beam, which accounts for an effective decrease in peak l
intensity, is the only adjustable parameter. The calculatio
seen to reproduce the experimental results excellently.

The present results, which demonstrate the splitting o
atomic beam in two parts with a truly macroscopic sepa

FIG. 3. Pendello¨sung oscillations in fifth-order Bragg scatterin
Each image contains 10 000 atoms distributed over 0.0\k
30.07\k sized bins. The incoming momentum state has mom
tum 5\k and the Bragg diffracted state momentum25\k along the
direction of the light beams.
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tion, can be used to construct an atom interferometer wit
very large enclosed area. Using three Bragg zones, the
and last set to 50-50 splitting, with the middle one set
100% reflection, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is realiz
@13#. Using tenth-order Bragg scattering, which is easily
tainable by using more laser power, a maximum splitting o
mm in the middle of the existing 2 m length between the
final collimating aperture and the detector, and an enclo
area of 5400 mm2 between the arms can be reached. T
should be compared to existing atom beam interferomet
which have maximum beam separations of up to 60mm and
enclosed areas of up to 40 mm2. This would not only con-
stitute an interferometer with a potentially very large sen
tivity for, e.g., rotation measurements@24#, but more impor-
tantly would allow a large variety of interferometri
measurements where the macroscopic separation betwee
two arms is essential. The latter can include measurem
where both arms pass through separate optical cavities
cavity QED studies, and measurements where the influe
of fields in betweenthe two arms is studied~Aharonov-
Bohm related topological phases!. We are at present bus
constructing such a general-purpose very-large-area atom
terferometer.
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FIG. 4. Pendello¨sung oscillations in fifth-order Bragg scatterin
The measured occupation of the incoming state with momen
55\k ~open circles! and the Bragg diffracted state with momentu
25\k ~filled circles! are shown as a function of the laser powe
The total coherent fraction is given by the filled squares. The
crease in this fraction with increasing laser power is caused
spontaneous emission. The solid lines are the calculated curve
a vertical mismatch between the atomic beam and the center o
laser beam of 0.46 mm.
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